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ABSTRACT 

Subdivision surface is a refinement method applied to the entire polygon 
mesh in order to produce a smooth surface in any 3D object. This method has issues 
in terms of time and memory consumption due to the fact that it computes and 
renders all of the vertices of the mesh during the subdivision process. To overcome 
this issue, adaptive subdivision surface method is used because it would subdivide 
only at the required vertices of selected areas and decrease the number of polygons 
on the mesh. However, a related issue in the use of this method has risen,which is the 
determination of a suitable threshold value to be used for selecting the subdivision 
area. Besides that, the use of a higher level of subdivision will lead to an increase in 
the number of polygons and this would lead to heavy computational load and raise 
high undulation on the curve surface. To address these issues, Iterative Adaptive 
Subdivision Surface (IteAS) method is proposed. In this method, the area to be 
subdivided will be identified by using the threshold value. To get the optimal 
threshold value, a new formula based on statistical evaluation was embedded in the 
proposed method. Here, the threshold value is defined as the average value of a 
normal vector between the rates of 0° to 180° in a 3D object. The value will be 
compared with the angle between normal vectors, if the threshold value is greater 
than the angle, the surface will be subdivided by using Butterfly subdivision scheme. 
The results from this process will determine the number and levels of iteratives in the 
subdivision surface. The number of iteratives relieson the surface shape of the 3D 
object which is either a curve or flat surface. The number of iteratives will be higher 
for a flat surface as compared to a curve surface.In this research, IteAS can reduce 
18% to 25% number of polygons as well as 1% to 3% use of computational memory 
whilst retaining the smoothness of the surface. This IteAS method has been proven to 
improve the present enhancement process. 
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ABSTRAK 

Subbahagian permukaan merupakan kaedah pembaikan digunakan pada 
seluruh jaringan poligon objek tiga dimensi (3D) untuk menghasilkan permukaan 
yang halus. Kaedah ini mempunyai isu berkaitan penggunaan memori dan masa 
disebabkan ia menghitung dan menjana semua titik pada jaringan ketika proses 
subbahagian.Bagi menyelesaikan isu ini, kaedah adaptif subbahagian permukaan 
digunakan kerana ia hanya melakukan subbahagian pada jaringan poligon yang 
diperlukan sahajaiaitu pada kawasan terpilih dan mengurangkan bilangan poligon 
pada jaringan. Namun, isu lain yangtimbul ialahmenentukan nilai ambang yang 
sesuai untuk digunakan ketika memilih kawasan subbahagian. Disamping itu, 
penggunaan proses subbahagian ke peringkat tertinggi akan membawa kepada 
peningkatan bilangan poligon dan bebanan pengiraan serta menimbulkan gelembung 
yang ketara pada lengkungan permukaan. Bagi mengatasinya,kaedah Ulangan 
Adaptif Subbahagian Permukaan (IteAS) dihasilkan. Dalam kaedah ini, kawasan 
yang dipilih untuk proses subbahagian akan dikenalpasti dengan menggunakan nilai 
ambang. Untuk mendapatkan nilai ambang yang optimum, formula baru berdasarkan 
penilaian statistikal telah digabungkan dalam kaedah cadangan ini. Di sini, nilai 
ambang diperolehi daripada nilai purata vektor normal di antara kadar 0° hingga 
180° dalam objek 3D. Nilai ambangakan dibandingkan dengan sudut di antara vektor 
normal, jika nilai ambang lebih besar daripada sudut, maka permukaan akan 
melakukan proses subbahagian menggunakan skima subbahagian Butterfly. Hasil 
dari proses akan menentukan bilangan dan peringkat pengulangan subbahagian. 
Bilangan pengulangan bergantung pada bentuk permukaan objek 3D samada ia 
berlengkung atau rata. Bilangan pengulangan lebih tinggi pada objek berpermukaan 
rata berbanding yang berlengkung. Dalam kajian ini, IteAS boleh mengurangkan 
18% hingga 25% bilangan poligon dan 1% hingga 3% penggunaan memori,pada 
masa yang sama mampu mengekalkan kehalusan permukaan. Kaedah IteAS ini telah 
terbukti dapat memperbaiki proses peningkatan terkini 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Computer graphics areas had widely used because it made computers easier 

to interact with, better for understanding and interpreting such as graphics 

presentation, computer-aided design (CAD), image processing, simulation & virtual 

reality, and entertainment. The most attractive and widely used application in this field 

is computer games development and 3D animation industry. In fact, the needs of 

computer graphicsdevelopment such as modelling and rendering phase had 

revolutionized became more sophisticated. Fortunately, development of the latest 

technology has given more benefit to this field to deliver visual appearances and produce 

real-time environment with 3D contents (Edward, 2008).  

Nowadays, subdivision surface is a great surface modelling technique for 

creating 3D contents. Previously, nonuniform rational basis splines (NURBS) technique 

was widely used for generating and representing curves and surfaces. Nevertheless, 

NURBS have some disadvantages that have already been identified. First, NURBS can 

be ensured that modification on NURBS surface was quite expensive in term of 

difficulty to handle arbitrary topology so well. Second, it was difficult to keep 

smoothness of the NURBS surface in seams. Third, the animation, which uses NURBS 

technique could cause deep hole patchwork (Peter and Zorin,1998). Subdivison surface 

method has become increasingly popular because it can overcome weaknesses in 
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NURBS especially in handling arbitrary topology. Smoothness of subdivision surface 

can be easily maintained because it dependent to subdivision algorithm. 

A basic idea of subdivision method had been proposed by G de Rham which 

uses corner cutting to produce a smooth curve. G de Rahm described a 2D subdivision 

scheme in 1947 and was rediscovered by Chaikin (1974). The concept is extended to 

subdivision schemes by two separate groups in 1978 which were Catmull Clark and Doo 

Sabin. They implied the beginning of subdivision for modelling surface. Subsequent 

works were with Loop (1987) and Dyn (1990).Recently, subdivision surface has found 

the way to expand its wing in computer graphic applications and computer aided 

geometric design (CAGD)(Zorin,2000). 

Subdivision surfaces had already been used in many areas especially  including 

the animation movies development. NURBS was applied in the first Toy Story movie 

in 1995. Then, subdivision surfaces were contributed in a Bug’s Life movie in 1998. 

Pixar started demonstrating subdivision surfaces in 1997 in a short film called Geri’s 

Game (DeRose, 1998). From 1999 onwards, everything they worked on was with 

subdivision surfaces, which are Toy Story 2, Monsters Inc and Finding Nemo.Maya, 

Rhino, 3D Max and Light Wave modelling and animation software also used 

subdivision as a great tool with the same purpose(Peter and Zorin, 1998; Peter, 2009).  

Figure 1.1 A Geri’s Game (DeRose, 1998) 
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1.2 Problem Background 

Generally, subdivision surface is a refinement operation that is uniformly 

applied to a polygon mesh to produce smooth surfaces. There are few steps needed to 

be made to subdivide and refine surfaces become smooth. Basically, a midpoint 

between two points from coarse mesh needs to be calculated. New vertices were 

inserted at the midpoint, and new edges were created to form a new mesh. Then, the 

mesh needs to be refined by applying a set of subdivision rules (Warren, 1995).  

Subdivision surfaces consist of several schemes that are used to produce 

smooth surfaces which are Doo Sabin, Catmull Clark, Loop, Butterfly, Kobbelt 

subdivision scheme. Each scheme has its own rules and properties to produce 

smoothness such as mesh type, continuity, approximation or interpolation, and 

evaluation mask (Doo and Sabin, 1978; Catmull and Clark, 1978; Loop, 1987; Dyn 

et al, 1990; Kobbelt, 2000; Zorin, 2000). 

 However, there are two main issues that arose in subdivision surfaces while 

accomplishing the objective of subdivision surfaces. The issues are geometry 

modeling and rendering process. 

In geometric modeling, two sub issues that arose were addressed to 

implementation of subdivision algorithms (Dyn and Levin, 2002). First, to compute 

the limit values and limit derivatives at dyadic points through the subdivision process 

for any refinement level.Second, to get the best possible approximation of desired 

surface from choosing initial control points from a given scheme with the highest 

possible  approximation power. 

Rendering issues in subdivision surfaces is the problem that happens when 

the process of subdivision surface is slow, and rendering process takes a lot of 

memory and time. The complexity of triangular surfaces can produce a lot of 

computation. At a higher level of subdivision, the number of polygons increases and 
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will lead a heavy computational load and also rapidly exceeds the memory 

limitations (Pulli and Segal, 1996; Lomont, 2007).  

The focus of this research is to address issues in the rendering process which 

is the process of subdivision surface is slow, and rendering process takes a lot of 

memory and time. One approach to solve these issues has been studied to find out if 

only necessary areas can be subdivided and can avoid unnecessary refinement on 

other areas of the mesh while approximated to the limit surface. In certain cases, 

subdivisions of the entire mesh are not necessary or required. Adaptive subdivision is 

an approach that provides a rule to find out whether a given polygon meshes required 

for being subdivided to further subdivision at the next step of subdivision (Amresh 

et.al, 2001).

Figure 1.2 The comparison between regular subdivision and adaptive subdivision 

(Pakdel and Samavati, 2004) 

The concept of adaptive subdivision surface is a refinement to the certain 

areas of the control mesh. Adaptive subdivision produces smooth surfaces precisely 

same as well as the regular subdivision to the entire mesh although only subdivides at 

the selected area. Therefore, all vertices must have the similar connectivity within the 

selected area as a regular subdivision. 

Although adaptive subdivision was some of simplification and interest feature 

for subdivision surfaces, it has two drawbacks which is to compute and define a 
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selection area to be subdivided while prevent unnecessary locations and to avoid 

cracks that are created from the differences subdivision depth of adjacent faces 

generations meet at an edge. Cracks must be removed because it will appear some 

artifact at the mesh (Pakdel and Samavati, 2004). 

Previously, adaptive subdivision methods have been observed which can be 

categorized by two ways which is identifying the surfaces by vertex split or face split 

(Amreshet.al, 2001). A crack was not produced when refinement process based on 

vertex split. However, adaptive subdivision method based on face split will produce 

the cracks. Then, related works about adaptive subdivision based on selection area 

and handling cracks also have been reviewed. 

Selection area must be determined on which areas need to be subdivided to 

avoid unnecessary areas. Based on the idea, Amreshet.al (2001) used the angle 

between normal vectors of the faces and its adjacent to decide whether this faces 

required for being subdivided to further subdivision process. Meyer et.al (2003) have 

introduced Gaussian curvature analysis to define high curvature area. Higher 

curvature area needs more refinement because it contains more details than flat areas. 

The Degree of Interest (DoI) function is to decide refinements of the mesh that are 

required or not by comparing to a certain threshold value (Isenberg et.al, 2003). Liu 

and Kondo proposed a new rule called as conical angle (CA), which used error 

estimation of the largest angle between the normal vectors of adjacent faces of a 

vertex(Liu and Kondo, 2004). Wu et.al (2005) proposed an approach in adaptive 

subdivision method which utilizes local refinement for vertices or faces by local 

flatness which set a reasonable tolerance limits. The RGB (Red-Green-Blue) 

subdivision proposed by Panozzo and Puppo (2009). This method extends red-green 

triangulation with the Modified Butterfly subdivision schemes to a fully dynamic 

adaptive scheme supporting both local refinement and coarsening. They further 

proposed an adaptive interpolation scheme that can be used effectively and 

efficiently in selective editing of meshes and amenable with the same subdivision 

scheme. They also present a method to support both adaptive refinement and 

coarsening (Panozzo and Puppo, 2010).
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After the selection area work efficiently, another problem that will occur needs 

to be highlighted. While a subdivision process working based on face split, cracks 

are created between subdivided and non-subdivided areas. Based on ideas for 

handling cracks, a new method had been proposed that called as red-green 

triangulation which removing cracks by inserting new edge into the triangular mesh 

was developed. This method consists of two conditions which are green triangulation 

and red triangulation. Green triangulation is bisecting for faces with one crack, while 

red triangulation is quadrisect faces with more than one cracks (Bank et.al, 1983). 

According to Amreshet.al (2001), a simple triangulation method was introduced to 

remove cracks by bisecting an adjacent face that has not been subdivided. Seeger 

et.al, (2001) have discussed how to apply simplest mesh modification with triangle 

mesh subdivision by vertex splitting. The dyadic refinement is decomposed into 

atomic local operations based on the popular vertex split operation which called as 

quarks. Liu and Kondo (2004) proposed method that was identified which vertex in a 

face is labeled as ‘dead’. They also proposed appropriate mesh refinements based on 

the three vertices properties. They address these cracks problem and provide a 

solution which is called local mesh realignment (LMR).  

Pakdel and Samavati (2004) proposed a new adaptive subdivision algorithm 

that subdivides the adjacent faces around the selected area. This method used Loop 

subdivision scheme  to handle cracks and more efficient rather than two previous 

methods which are red-green triangulation and restricted mesh in effect creating a 

surface that gradually increases in subdivision depth. In 2007, they introduced a new 

incremental adaptive subdivision method for triangular mesh. It produces surfaces 

from coarse mesh to fine model which have consistent connectivity and geometry 

with steadily increases in subdivision depth. The combination methods of restricting  

mesh and limiting the difference depth of adjacent faces are potential to obtain better 

behaved adaptive subdivision especially for handling cracks. 

There are existing methods that deal with issues of the selection area and 

handling cracks. However, they are not seriously looking towards on addressing 

memory consumption issue in rendering. The related works regarding to the memory 

consumption issue in adaptive subdivision were observed. 
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Amor et.al (2000) presented architecture to implement the adaptive 

subdivision of triangular meshes according to the surface complexity which the 

coarse triangle meshes is tessellated described by the displacement map. This was a 

standard architecture and characterized by data management efficiency that 

minimizes the data storage. It also avoids remaining cycles that would be linked with 

the multiple data accesses needed for each subdivision step. In 2001, this adaptive 

displacement mapping algorithms in hardware was improved. They presented a 

meshing scheme and new architecture that practicable in hardware that brings for 

speedy access using a small memory.  

New adaptive rendering method for general Catmull-Clark subdivision 

surfaces is based on direct evaluation of the limit surface to produce an inscribed 

polyhedron. Inscribed approximation typically provides quicker convergent rate that 

produces less polygons at the last rendering process rather than circumscribed 

approximation. This method implements evaluation of the limit surface at the points 

that are required at the final rendering process. Therefore, this method is efficient in 

memory and speed (Lai et.al, 2005). 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Generally, adaptive subdivision is a method that subdivides only at certain 

areas of the mesh. While, the rest were retaining original polygons. Although 

adaptive subdivision occurs at the selected areas, the quality of produced surfaces 

which is their smoothness can be preserved similar as well as regular subdivision. 

The main advantage of adaptive subdivision is that it can reduce the number of 

polygons compared to regular subdivision. Nevertheless, adaptive subdivision 

process burdened from two issues; calculations need to be done to define areas that 

are required to be subdivided while preventing unnecessary locations and cracks 

occurring from the difference of subdivision depth between the subdivide and non-
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subdivide areas should be avoided.Appropriate mesh refinements based on its 

neighboring faces properties should be proposed.  Several methods have been 

proposed to overcome these issues. The methods proposed to determine face 

requirement for subdivision and can be efficiently computed for selection area such 

as Dihedral Angle and Gaussian curvature. Several methods also have been proposed 

to handle crack in adaptive subdivision surfaces with steadily change of resolution all 

over the surface with consistent connectivity and geometry such as Simple 

Triangulation, Red Green Triangulation and Incremental Adaptive. Unfortunately, 

the result of adaptive subdivision when it reaches  the higher level of subdivision still 

brings the problem with memory consumption (Pulli and Segal, 1996; Wu et.al,

2005; Lomont, 2007; Patney and Owens, 2008; Zhao, F. and X. Ai. 2010). There are 

needs of enhancement process which can reduce cost of memory consumption.  

Thus, the issue on how the memory could be optimised to reduce the 

rendering time even adaptive subdivision process reaches the higher level was 

discussed. This research is based on Wu et.al, 2005 and Zhao, F. and X. Ai, (2010) 

methods. Their method proposed a process of adaptive subdivision surfaces method 

but not focused on rendering process. This research is aimed to enhance their 

methods on reduce memory consumption and to improve the process of adaptive 

subdivision surfaces method. 

1.4 Research Goal 

The aim of this research is to enhance current process of adaptive subdivision 

surfaces method that can reduce the number of polygons and the cost of memory 

usage in optimal results. 
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1.5 Research Objective 

To achieve the goal of this research, the following objectives are stated: 

Objective: 

1) To enhance the adaptive subdivision method by the iterative process for 

improving speeds and maintains smooth graphic appearances 

2) To propose the new methods of adaptive subdivision method by 

determining threshold value for selection area. 

3) To produce an enhanced process of adaptive subdivision with prototype 

development. 

1.6 Research Scope 

The scopes for this research are: 

1. The proposed method focus on the memory consumption for subdivision 

surfaces rendering process.  

2. This research used a triangular meshes data (data triangulation file 

format). 

3. To produce a smooth surfaces from coarse mesh using Butterfly 

subdivision scheme. 

4. Other features such as texturing, lighting and shading were not discussed.

5. This research is not focused on subdivision sharp feature. 

6. This research is not focused for handling cracks. 

7. This research only focused on basic adaptive subdivision method and 

does not covers advanced method such as incremental adaptive and RGB 

triangulation.
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1.7 Research Justification 

This research is particularly important in the computer graphics field. Some 

of the famous applications such as animation, film production and games 

development are taken into account the modeling process that related with the 

subdivision process. For example is a short film story, Geri’s Game (Zorin, 2000). 

Recent interest in adaptive subdivision surfaces has inspired many groups to conduct 

research in this area. With the adaptive subdivision surfaces, the developer can 

represent details of polygonal mesh in a way to looks smooth and realistic such a real 

world while a number of the polygon can be reduced that it may be easy for 

rendering problems. This research was discussed several approaches that focused on 

selection criteria and handling cracks that appear while an adaptive approach adapted 

to the subdivision process (Bank et.al, 1983; Amreshet.al, 2001; Pakdel and 

Samavati, 2004; and Puppo and Panozzo, 2009). An enhancement process in 

adaptive subdivision method has been proposed and lead to the efficiency for better 

result than the previous method.  

1.8 Thesis Organization 

The state of the art in the areas of computer graphics especially in subdivision 

surfaces method was described in Chapter 1. The problem on this field was stated; 

alongside with the objectives, goal, scope and justification of this research. 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature review of previous related to this research 

study.  This chapter consists of (1) Subdivision Surfaces (2) Adaptive Subdivision: 

and (3) Comparative Study.

Research methodology of the adaptive in subdivision surfaces technique for the 

smoothness of the 3D object was discussed in Chapter 3.  This chapter also describes 
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the research methodology and proposed design method.   Both hardware and 

software specification requirements are discussed here. 

Chapter 4 is a detailed description on the proposed method which is the 

iterative process on basic adaptive subdivision method based on framework given in 

Chapter 3.  The underlying ideas are explained in detail and mathematical 

formulations are derived. All necessary mathematical formulas are given and 

explained.

In chapter 5, an iterative adaptive subdivision method is implemented.  One 

prototype has been developed to implement and test the objects.  Testing and 

evaluation for several objects was done to justify the efficiency of the new method 

based on comparison to the previous one. 

Finally, the conclusion all the chapters and the contribution, findings and future 

works were discussed in Chapter 6. 
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